Computer Parts Labeling Worksheet Answers
computer parts labeling worksheet - alicia savino - computer parts labeling worksheet see how many of
the parts of the computer you can label using the following key words. monitor screen speakers cpu cd rom
mouse keyboard label the parts of this desktop computer - label the parts of this desktop computer
central processing unit (cpu) monitor keyboard mouse . label the parts of this laptop computer central
processing unit (cpu) monitor keyboard mouse . usb - (universal serial bus) is a standard type of connection for
many different kinds of de- ... computer; it is responsible for everything the pc does ... use the words below
to label the parts of a computer. - worksheet - parts of a computer - 1 …ideas for teaching use the words
below to label the parts of a computer. computers, like ones in the picture, are sometimes called workstations
if they are attached to a network . a laptop has the screen, keyboard and computer built together. draw and
label a laptop computer correctly. computer basics - alamance-burlington school system - computer
basics (answer key) from reading the information on the previous page, answer the following questions. 1.
name the four basic components of a computer system: cpu memory input output 2. what component of a
computer is considered the “brain” of a computer? Ο output Ο input cpu Ο memory 3. computer parts
coloring and labeling activity - bing - computer parts coloring and labeling activity.pdf free pdf download
now!!! source #2: computer parts coloring and labeling activity.pdf free pdf download. learn more info for
support ... parts of the computer label and color the computer parts. computer parts labeling worksheet - alicia
savino name of class: computer applications grade of class ... - 6. computer parts definition worksheet
anticipatory set: label the parts of a computer with a partner, using the computer labeling worksheet, discuss
as a class, the answers. objective: students will be able to recognize the parts of a computer, and define
hardware and software. input: show a video showing and introduction to the parts of a ... worksheets (ref.
no. 2.6) - kanwal rekhi - worksheet 1. label which is the input and output devices in the figures below 1. ...
mr. floppy scan wants to attach all the additional parts of the computer to the basic parts of the computer but
doesn't know the way can you guide him? ... name: word bank - super teacher worksheets - super
teacher worksheets - superteacherworksheets label the parts of a computer. then, color the computer. name:
word bank case keyboard modem/router monitor mouse printer computer labeling worksheets with
answers - bing - computer labeling worksheets with answers.pdf free pdf download now!!! source #2:
computer labeling worksheets with answers.pdf free pdf download worksheet - wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia computer hardware & software worksheet - upcoming events - computer hardware &
software worksheet 1. we use a _____ to type text into the computer 2. the _____ performs most of the
calculations which enable a computer to function. it is sometimes referred to as the "brain" of the computer. 3.
the enclosure that contains the main components of a computer is the what’s in the box? - smith college what’s in the box? 5 parts of the computer basic components case or tower - this is the plastic box that
contains the computer. housed in the case, you will find the floppy drive, cd rom drive, and the main
components of the computer. some of these are the hard drive, motherboard and the processor chip (cpu). the
case keeps computer basics - elk grove unified school district - main parts of a computer there are 4
main parts of a computer: 1. input –a device that enables information to be passed into the computer 2.
storage –a unit that holds and gives information to the computer processor as needed. 3. processor –the brains
of the computer, it controls all functions. 4. output –a device that receives ... using microsoft word - english
worksheets - using microsoft word here are basic instructions on how to use microsoft word. 1. open
microsoft word: begin by sitting at a computer and looking at the “desktop”. the desktop is the first screen that
you will see on a computer that has just been started up. in the bottom left corner of the screen is the “start”
button. information processing 7 name basic computer terms - information processing 7 name basic
computer terms mrs. hanson period part 1 – fill in the blank the purpose of this assignment is for you to learn
commonly used terms related to computers. definitions and examples are listed below. read each definition
and then complete the fill-in-the-blank section. computer parts diagram - english for everyone - english
for everyone name_____ date_____ basic computer parts directions: try to label the parts of the computer
correctly.
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